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Abstract - Online product review on shopping experience
in social media has promoted users to provide customer
feedback. Nowadays many e-commerce sites allow
customers to write their opinion on the product which they
buy in the form of reviews or ratings. The reviews given by
the customer can build or shatter the good name of the
product. Due to this reason company personnel gets an idea
of standing’s of their product in the market. In order to
demote or promote the product, spiteful reviews or fake
reviews, which are deceptive, are posted in the ecommerce
site. This result will lead to potential financial losses or
larger amount of growth in business. We propose a project
which focuses on detecting fake and spam reviews by using
sentiment analysis and removes out the reviews which
contains vulgar and curse words and make the e-commerce
site fake review free online shopping center.

unfaithful reviews and false ratings .So in order to make
products and services trustable, these fake opinions must be
detected and removed. Detection techniques are used to
discover fake reviews. The System is developed using three
stages- Preprocessor, Fake review detector and Classifier.
Web scraper is used to extract required data from the
website. Preprocessor is used to filter out abusive reviews
and transform the reviews to a proper format. Fake review
detector detects the fake reviews using sentiment
computing, review deviation and content similarity
techniques and thus reviews are marked fake and genuine.
Finally, the classifier takes labeled and unlabeled samples as
input and labels the unlabeled samples.
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Architecture design gives the real world view of the system.
Fig-1 represents the architecture design of Fake Product
Review Monitoring. The reviews which are part of online
data on websites are scraped by the web crawler. This data
is taken for preprocessing where the data is transformed
into required format and the abusive reviews are removed.
Fake reviews are next identified by Fake Review Detector.
This is taken as training data for the classifier which
classifies fake and genuine reviews.

Review deviation.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Data Mining
Data mining is a process of thoroughly scrutinizing huge
store of data to discover patterns and trends that go beyond
simple analysis. Data mining uses worldly-wise
mathematical algorithms to fragment the data and evaluate
possibility of future event. Opinion mining is a kind of
Natural Language Processing for tracking the attitude of
public about a particular product. A fundamental task in
opinion mining is classifying the polarity of a given text
whether the expressed opinion in a document or a sentence
is positive, negative, or neutral. The birth of Social Media has
brought about enormous influence in all spheres of life. From
casual comments in Social Networking sites to more
important studies regarding market trends and analyzing
strategies, all which have been possible largely due to rising
impact of Social Media data. A predominant piece of statistics
for most of us during the decision-making process is “what
other people think”. One such form of Social Media data are
Product reviews written by customers reporting their level
of contentment with a specific product. These reviews are
helpful for both individuals and business firms. These review
systems motivate some people to enter their fake review to
promote some products or downgrade some others. The
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2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Fig -1.: Architecture diagram
Data Flow Diagram represents the flow of information or
data in the system. The square boxes represent the entities,
ovals represent the process and named arrows represent the
direction of flow of information. Figure shows the diagram of
Fake Review Detector. Fig-2 shows the data flow diagram of
Fake Review Detector. It has three entities Fake Review
Detector, FRD WebCrawler and Classifier and three
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17: negative <- float(neg) / len(words)
18: score <- positive - negative
19: nrating[i] <- rating[i] - 3 - (float(rating[i])-3) / 2
20: If | nrating[i]-score| >0.5
21: label[i] ¡- “fake”
22: End If
23: i <- i + 1
24: End For

3.2 Content Similarity
Content similarity is performed on the reviews given by
same user. We use cosine similarity to obtain similarity of
two reviews. If the cosine value is greater than 0.5 the
review is considered to be fake.

Fig -2.: Data flow diagram

Psuedo Code for Content Similarity

3. METHODOLOGY

1: j <- 0

3.1 Sentiment Analysis

2: For r1 in review:

Sentiment analysis is used to understand writers emotion.
We define three list of words; positive vocabulary, negative
vocabulary and neutral vocabulary, which consists of
positive, negative and neutral words. Every review is passed
to nltk classifier which calculates the sentiment score of the
reviews. The rating is normalized using the equation NRi= Ri
− 3 − (Ri − 3)/2 . The difference between normalized rating
and sentimen score is found. If the calculated difference is
greater than 0.5 the review is considered to be fake.

3: i <- 0

Psuedo Code for Sentiment Analysis

9: vector1 <- text to vector(text1)

1: classifierNaiveBayesClassifier.train(train_ set)

10: vector2 <- text to vector(text2)

2: i <- 0

11: cosine <- get cosine(vector1, vector2)

3: For r1 in review:

12: If cosine >= 0.5 :

4: neg <- 0

13: label[i] <- ”fake”

5: pos <- 0

14: label[j] <- ”fake“

6: words <- r1.split(’ ’)

15: End If

7: For word in words:

16: i <- i+1

8: classResult <- classifier.classify( word feats(word))

17: End For

9: If classResult == ‘neg’ :

18: j <- j+1

10: neg = neg <- 1

19: End For

11: End If

3.3 Review Deviation

12: if classResult == ‘pos’ :
14: End If
15: End For
16: positive <- float(pos) / len(words)
|
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5: text1 <- r1
6: text2 <- r2
7: If ( j <i and (author[i]==author[j])) :
8: If ( j <i and (author[i]==author[j])) :

Review deviation is based on the theory that if all customers
give less rating and one customer gives high rating or vise
versa, then that rating/review is considered to be fake. First
we calculate average of all the ratings and then we check to
what extent it deviates from the origin. If the deviation is

13: pos = pos <- 1
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greater than or equal to 2, then the review is considered to
be fake.

Psuedo Code for Content Similarity
1: sum <- 0
2: n <- 0
3: For r1 in rating:
4: sum <- sum + r1

Fig -4.: Bar graph: Performance of the system

5: n <- n + 1

4. CONCLUSIONS

6: End For

This work has investigated the user's request and has given
the particular prediction and safety measure for that input.
The K-Means clustering technique was used to find the
clusters and fatality for the flight crash investigation. This
method will also consider other factors like efficiency,
weather impact and schedules of other aircraft. Results
showed that the proposed algorithm obtained prediction
based on user's input with efficiency. The proposed
algorithm also provided improved search results for the
query given by the user. Possible future work is to improve
the efficiency and also increase the count of clusters used.

7: avg <- sum/n
8: For r1 in rating: 9: d <- | r1-avg | 10: If ( d >= 2) :
11: label[i] <- “fake”
12: End If
13: i <- i + 1
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